PETROLEUM APPLICATION GUIDE

We’re Lighting for Safety and Convenience.

Better Light for a Better Customer Experience

Cree Lighting is part of the IDEAL INDUSTRIES family of
companies. Like most families, we’re committed to keeping our
loved ones safe everywhere they go—and at every stop along the way.

“Feeling safe is a basic
need for all. We want it for
ourselves and for those we
love. The right lighting can
go a long way in creating an
environment in which people
can feel comfortable and
secure. For petroleum station
owners, this is an absolute
must. Not only is it a smart
business decision, it’s also a
smart personal decision.”
Andy Strickland
Vice President,
Petroleum Lighting
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Fueling a Brighter and More Welcoming
Petroleum Station Experience
We’ve all been there—driving along a highway at night, looking for a place to refuel our
vehicle and recharge ourselves. When we pull off an exit, we’re greeted by multiple
petroleum stations that have what we need—fuel and food. So, which one do we choose?
For most of us, it’s going to be the one that has the brightest lighting and looks the safest.
In an industry where it’s becoming increasingly difficult to stand out from your competitors,
having the right lighting inside, outside and around the perimeter of your business can be a
game changer.
Our lighting solutions are specifically designed to provide petroleum stations the ideal
level of illumination at every point on the site—including under the canopy, around the car
wash, and inside the store. And, in addition to creating a welcoming environment for your
customers, our fixtures require almost no maintenance and are energy efficient—resulting
in significant cost savings.
Your petroleum station is a welcomed beacon of light in the darkness for those on the road.
Providing a safe, well-lit stop along their journey is your commitment to them. And we’re
here to help you keep it.
The Employees of Cree Lighting
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Full-spectrum, flicker-free lighting
has petroleum station customers and
employees enjoying vastly improved
visibility in convenience stores—while
better-lit canopies, parking areas,
car wash facilities and perimeters
enhance safety and security.

CANOPIES

Canopy Lighting:
We’ve Got it Covered
Creating the Oasis Drivers are Looking For
A long road feels even longer when drivers
are looking for a petroleum station. However,
a well-lit canopy can serve as the beacon of
the safety and comfort they’re looking for.
Cree Lighting offers easy-to-install canopy
fixtures that are both energy efficient and
low maintenance. They also provide a level
of illumination that will catch the attention
of drivers from the road, create a feeling of
safety at the pump, and provide clarity that
makes security camera footage much more
useful—including identifying drive-offs.
Upgrade and new construction options are
available for installation at any time.

“

For petroleum station owners looking to enhance curb appeal and also meet
illumination performance needs, our CPY250® canopy fixture offers either a flat
or 1” prismatic drop lens that provides beautiful, high-quality light.
Ryan Loggins, Cree Lighting

”

CANOPIES

228 Series

CPY Series

CPT Series

304 Series™

SITE & AREA

Light Up Safety,
Security and Comfort
A customer’s first impression of your brand is
not made at the gas pump or in the C-Store.
Your station’s first impression is made from
the road. That’s why, in addition to your
canopies, lights defining your perimeter,
lighting your parking lot, walkways and
building entrances are so important. Put your
brand on display and invite customers inside
by helping to create a welcoming, well-lit,
visually appealing environment from the road.
Our exterior LED lighting solutions will shine
a whole new light on the type of experience
customers should expect at a petroleum
station. And the cost savings you’ll realize
with this energy efficient illumination will be a
bright spot in your budget.
Advanced NanoOptic® technology in our
LED lighting systems provides targeted
illumination where you want and full cutoff
where you don’t. This allows you to vividly
light specific spaces—including areas where
customers and security cameras are—while
also enabling you to turn off or reduce lighting
in other areas. The result? Lower energy
costs, reduced light pollution and increased
customer satisfaction.

“

Our stores are so bright now that they bring in customers from the highway.
Neighboring stations end up getting lost in the dark and we stand out in the crowd.
Eric Seitz, Owner, 4 Sons Food Stores, Inc.
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SITE & AREA

THE EDGE® Series
(Area)

THE EDGE® Series
(High Output Area/Flood)

OSQ Series
(Flood)

Noctura® Series
(Flood)

XSP Series
(Area)

OSQ Series
(Area)

Noctura® Series
(Area)

THE EDGE® Series
(Wall Mount)

XSP Series
(Wall Mount)

OSQ-HO Series
(Area)

Noctura® Series
(Wall Mount)

CAR WASH

Car Wash Lighting:
Clean It Up and
Make It Shine
Cars aren’t the only thing getting sprayed
with water, detergent and other substances
inside your car wash. So is the lighting. This
constant exposure to corrosive elements
causes traditional lighting to become
damaged and require extensive maintenance.
And that’s not good for your bottom line.
Our LED lighting solutions are designed
and tested for efficiency, performance and
longevity. They reduce energy costs and
provide the level of illumination customers
want. Add to that an IP66 rating and a variety
of mounting options. The result? Virtually
zero maintenance. Significant savings. And
happy owners.

WS Series

(Surface Ambient)

CPY Series

XSP Series
(Wall Mount)

CONVENIENCE STORES

Beautiful Lighting.
It’s What’s in Store.
When customers enter a convenience store
and immediately turn around to leave, that’s
typically an indicator of one thing: the store
made a terrible first impression. Nobody
wants to spend time (or money) in a store that
looks dark, dingy and dirty.
With Cree Lighting’s indoor lighting solutions,
your convenience store will become a
place where customers want to spend
time shopping. The distinctively clear and
crisp illumination helps increase customer
spending. Colors pop and shelves are evenly
illuminated, making merchandise both easier
to find and more attractive. The exceptional
light quality also creates an atmosphere
in which they feel safe, comfortable and
welcomed. And an added bonus is that these
systems are also stylish, energy-efficient and
virtually maintenance-free.

“

We’ve completed about 300 stores with the Cree Lighting retrofit
project, and we’ve received nothing but positive feedback.
Brian Martin, Energy Manager, Pilot Flying J
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CONVENIENCE STORES

Cadiant® Dynamic
Lighting Experience

Styllus Linear™
Series

LS Series
Surface / Suspended
Ambient

ZR Series Troffers

KR Series Downlight

FLEX Series Troffers

Essentia® Series
Downlight

CR Series Troffers

CDR Series
Retrofit Downlight

ZR-RK Retrofit Kit

LRX Series
Retrofit Downlight

WS Series
(Surface Ambient)

KBL Series
(High-Bay)
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Smarter Lighting for a Superior
Customer Experience?
Pure Genius.
When you install Cree Lighting solutions, you’re not just choosing
to provide the highest quality illumination for your customers
and employees. You’re also choosing to provide them a unique
experience that includes a comforting feeling of safety under the
canopy and throughout your site, a welcoming experience in your
convenience store, and the unexpected surprise of actually enjoying
what they first thought was just a pit stop.

Our intelligent lighting solutions also provide something you’re always
looking for: cost savings. We’ve designed our products to perform in ways
that dramatically reduce energy and maintenance costs for petroleum station
owners.
With our versatile and easy-to-install lighting solutions, you’ll have a secret
weapon to use to optimize your stores inside and out, and save money while
you’re at it.

CONTROLS

Synapse® SimplySNAP Wireless Lighting Controls –
A Unique Lighting System for Unique Lighting Needs
With Synapse® SimplySNAP Wireless Lighting Controls, Cree Lighting fixtures bring intuitive intelligent lighting
control to perimeter spaces throughout your petroleum station site.
SimplySNAP by Synapse® provides an intuitive, affordable intelligent lighting control solution that delivers easy code
compliance from coast to coast and energy savings — up to 70% — while opening the door to advanced capabilities
for data analytics, business value and human-centric lighting.
• Configure and control the network either on-site or remotely: the browser-based, intuitive user interface works
on a PC, tablet and smartphone and can operate separately from your IT network.
• No Internet connection, costly integration, third-party hardware or software required.
• Smart monitoring to save costs: stores and offers real-time access to data needed for optimal energy performance
and simplified maintenance maintenance.
• Control and customize light levels and set event triggers via schedules, light sensors, and motion sensors, making it easy
to program lighting zones and scenes, or trigger automated events to further enhance the lighting experience
• Store and access data on schedules, power, zones, triggers, alarms and critical events for analytics, maintenance and
troubleshooting.
• Future-ready, scalable and integrable — upgrade software, add controls and link to your BMS without replacing the
existing system

CONTROLS

SmartCast® Technology - A Platform for Intelligent Lighting
Cree Lighting is committed to delivering meaningful innovations that deliver better and
safer experiences for your customers and employees through our lighting solutions.
SmartCast® Technology Intelligent Lighting delivers the optimal environment for
energy efficiency with advanced lighting that is designed to provide better
light, intelligently and simply.
• Intelligent – Embedded sensors and communications simplify daylight harvesting,
dimming, occupancy sensing for easy code compliance from coast to coast and up to
70% energy savings.
• Intuitive – Self-commissioning lighting networks and an easy-to-use touchscreen for fingertip lighting control
• Secure – The SmartCast® platform was built from the ground up with security in mind. As a stand-alone
system with no Internet connection required, your smart lighting is all benefit and no threat.

Bringing the Outdoors into Convenience Stores
Customers are used to being greeted by the harsh glare of fluorescent lighting when they
enter a convenience store. It’s an expected—an unwelcomed—part of the experience.
But, with Cadiant® Dynamic Lighting, you can offer customers something completely
unexpected: the benefits and sensation of natural light. It’s one more way you can clearly
and cost-effectively distinguish your business from competitors.
Cadiant® Dynamic Lighting Experience
Ongoing research continues to link the importance of natural light to human health, mood
and productivity. For travelers who have been stuck in a vehicle for hours or who have
been dealing with the stress of traffic and other distractions, the illusion of natural light
in your convenience store can offer a welcomed and much needed respite. Cree Lighting’s
game-changing dynamic skylight solution realistically recreates the sensation of being
under a natural sky. The Cadiant® Dynamic Lighting Experience mimics the sun’s dawn
to dusk, east-to-west movement across the sky—including the gradual change in color
temperature—with astounding realism. The result is a unique lighting experience that
captivates and energizes as it creates a sense of connection to the outdoors.

CONTACT US:

go.creelighting.com/petroleum | petro@creelighting.com | 800.236.6800
FOLLOW US:
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